NEST Industry Day Agenda

Location: NASA HQs 300 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20546, James E. Webb Auditorium

Date: Wednesday December 6, 2017

Time: 1:00 - 5:00 PM EST

Attendance is limited to Vendors who received confirmation of their registration request.

1:00-2:00 p.m.  Introductions And Expectations

› NASA CIO Strategy & Partnership by Renee Wynn (CIO, NASA) and Keith Bluestein (Associate CIO, Enterprise Service & Integration Office)

› NASA Procurement by William McNally (Assistant Administrator for Procurement, NASA)

› Introduction to the End User Services Program Office by Roscoe Sheehy (Program Executive, EUSO)

› Industry Day Agenda and Logistics

2:00-3:05 p.m.  NEST Contract Review

› Ground Rules - How to submit comments and questions throughout the day

› Statement of Need - NASA’s expectations from private industry

› Performance Work Statement (PWS) - Overview of PWS Contents

› Moving from ACES to NEST- Analysis of differences in the new contract

› Background and Historical Context - Review the reasons why NASA is moving from ACES to NEST

› Procurement Overview - Contract overview, schedules, and next steps

3:05-4:15 p.m.  BREAK – 15min to Submit Question Cards to NEST Team

4:15-4:55 p.m.  Answers to Industry Questions

4:55-5:00 p.m.  Wrap-up and Next Steps